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Abstract This chapter presents the development of anomaly detection system
(ADS) for locating a malicious node in a cluster based Manet. ADS makes use of
AODV protocol that performs route discovery and data forwarding. Each node
responds to root request (RREQ) messages and sends root reply (RREP) messages
back to the source node. In a cluster based topology a threshold is applied to see if
this root reply number is more than the threshold value. If so the node is malicious.
Then each node sends an alert to the cluster head (CH) and its neighboring nodes.
The proposed ADS avoids the routing to a malicious node thereby preventing high
energy consumption of the associated nodes and safeguarding the data transfer in
the Manet.
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1 Introduction
It is challenging to design routing protocols for Mobile Adhoc Networks
(MANETs) because of their dynamic topologies and limited resources. Owing to
open medium, dynamic topology and lack of central monitoring, Manets are more
vulnerable to attacks like denial of services, black hole, gray hole and eavesdropping attacks. The transmission range of each node is limited. Thus, each node needs
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to perform routing and transmit data packets from one node to others. The misbehaving nodes called attackers in an adhoc network are controlled by adversaries.
They try to intrude the network with an intention to cause harm but are also capable
of altering the data transfer between different nodes and make the packets difﬁcult
to reach their destination [1, 2].
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The related works on
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) in Manet are presented in Sect. 2. An overview of
AODV and attacks in AODV are discussed in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents the
proposed scheme and the derivation of the essential parameters for node description
in Manet, and performance metric in routing. The simulation results of the proposed
scheme are discussed in Sect. 5. Section 6 gives the conclusions followed by the
future work.

2 Related Work
Wireless adhoc networks are conﬁgured as flat or multi layered network infrastructure. In a flat network, all nodes are equal but multi layered networks nodes can
be considered as clusters with one CH for each cluster [3]. We have already several
IDS [4] for Manets like standalone IDS architecture, distributed and cooperative
IDS [5]. According to the distributed and cooperative wireless adhoc networks
proposed by Zhonge and Lee [6], each node runs as IDS agent and makes local
detection decision independently within radio range, here all nodes co-operate in
decision making for global detection. Hierarchical IDS [7] is designed for
multi-layered adhoc networks. This network is divided into clusters with a CH for
each cluster that acts as a manage point similar to switches, routers or gateways.
Zone based IDS Adhoc network [1] is partitioned into non-overlapping zones
geographically.

3 AODV (Adhoc On-Demand Distance Vector)
AODV [2] used in wireless adhoc networks is capable of both unicast and multicast
routing. AODV broadcasts HELLO messages to its neighbors in a network and it
has two functions, viz. route discovery and route maintenance from Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR) and uses hop-by-hop routing with a sequence number and
the periodic beacons from Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV).
AODV minimizes the number of required broadcasts by creating routes only on
symmetric lines with different phases: (1) Path discovery, route maintenance and
(2) Data forwarding. When a source node desires to send a message and initiates a
path discovery process to locate its corresponding Mobile host; it broadcasts the
route request (RREQ) packet to its neighbors and this request is forwarded to
destination via successive neighbors. AODV utilizes a destination sequence number
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to ensure that all routes are loop free and contain the most recent data. Each node
maintains its own sequence numbers as well as broadcast Id, which is incremented
for every RREQ. Once RREQ reaches a destination with fresh route then destination node responds by uni casting route reply (RREP) packet back to the neighbor
from which it ﬁrst received RREQ. On receiving another request the RREQ message is discarded. When a source receives RREP message, link is established
between the source node and the destination node. When the receiving node detects
the disconnection of route between source node and destination node it generates a
route error message (RERR) and sends it to source node. Now source node checks
table whether it is in a route map or not. The result is sent to the neighboring nodes
in a cluster network.
Types of attacks. The malicious node can misuse AODV [3] by forging source
IP address, destination IP address, RREQ, sequence number and hop count. RREQ
carries a fresh route in the adhoc network and based on this each node decides
whether to forward an RREQ message to the next receiving node until it reaches the
destination. The RREQ message is broadcast to select a new route in Manet. If a
malicious node sends an excess number of RREQ messages, [8] then the network
trafﬁc will become congested with huge amount of RREQ trafﬁc. This congestion
leads to delays and packet drops [9]. To avoid this and to identify an excess number
of RREQ messages sent by malicious node we go in for ADS. If there is a congestion in RREQ trafﬁc, the neighbor node sends true positive alert to each
neighbor and sink node (cluster head) in a cluster network. Each node encounters
the trafﬁc RREQ messages sent by source node and records the number of packets
in an interval of time [10].
Objective. We focus on detecting the misbehaving nodes that participate in the
route discovery and maintenance. To safeguard the data transmission from the
onslaught of the misbehaving nodes in the adhoc networks the Anomaly detection
method is applied on each cluster having ﬁxed radius.

4 The Proposed Method
Different types of attacks are considered by the authors and an effort is made to
quantify denial-of-service (DOS) attacks according to node density, mobility, and
system size [11]. The behavior of malicious nodes committing in black hole attack
in different routing algorithms like AODV and DSR is studied in [12]. AODV is an
efﬁcient protocol but is vulnerable to many security attacks [13]. When trafﬁc is
intrusion-prone false alarms are treated as one of the problems that IDS is facing in
Manets [6]. Different secure schemes are in vogue to enhance the security in Manets
[14, 15] that use Adhoc routing protocols. In the proposed scheme, we detect a
malicious node clashing with other activities and frequently sending false RREQ.
As a result, malicious node can drop packets for disturbing the working of a routing
protocol by IDS. Malicious node may perform different types of attacks like,
routing disruption attacks, resource consumption attacks, energy consumption
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attacks, passive attacks and active attacks [16]. For each cluster, a cluster head (sink
node) is elected based on some quality of service (QOS) Criterion like highest
battery power. All nodes send information periodically to the CH. Each node runs
its own ADS and sends report to the cluster head and communication takes place
subject to the node density and mobility. In the proposed system, we have used
ADS for each cluster having a ﬁxed radius. Anomaly Detection system is a process
of detecting abnormal activities in a Manet. Major requirements for anomaly
detection are depend on high True positive and True positive Rate.
Anomaly Detection system(ADS): An ADS deﬁnes the baseline proﬁle of a
normal system activity, where any deviation from the baseline is treated as a
possible system anomaly. In anomaly IDS even when the trafﬁc signature is
unknown, the abnormality can be recognized. Major requirements for anomaly
detection are based on high true positive. The true positive (TP) occurs when IDS
raises true alerts in response to the detected malicious trafﬁc comprising the total
number of detected malicious activities.
Node description: Nodes consume energy while transmitting beacon signals to
neighbor’s nodes and listen to broadcast messages from neighbor nodes. When
forwarding a RREQ message, each node keeps the destination IP address and the
sequence number in its routing table. When an RREP message is received, the node
checks the Routing table list for the presence of the same destination IP address; if
so the sequence number is calculated, and this approach is implemented for every
received RREP message to the destination. These nodes are expected to wait for
predeﬁned time t, between successive transmissions. Let node 1 start its transmission at time t1 and reach to another node 2 at time t2, then the time interval is
Δt = t2 − t1. The average of all differences is calculated for each time slot Δt. Each
node observes its own trafﬁc and uses a time slot to record the number of packets
for each time interval only once when RREQ is received by each receiving node.
A Minimum value [17] for the time slot is preferred, and therefore, Ds is set to a
constant which is decided over several time intervals [18]. If RREQ is modiﬁed by
any malicious node then it tries to send more RREQ messages continuously to the
next hop node or other nodes in different time intervals. This is a sign of abnormality in the network. Next the average value is calculated for each time interval Δt
[19]. Each node now snaps the connection to the malicious node and avoids the
forwarding of the packets to that node. Transmission range can be calculated
between two nodes as Δd = dmax − dmin. Receiving range can be calculated as
ΔR = Rmax − Rmin. Power can be calculated as the energy required to forward a
packet to the next node as Ec = Ei − El,
Detection of malicious node: A node that sends RREP greater than a threshold
of 2 and if energy discharge falls down rapidly then it is said to be malicious. If
different networks are considered then threshold should be adjusted as per the
network energy discharge and packet delivery parameters.
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Different routing parameters in Manet are: packet delivery ratio (PDR), Routing
overhead, throughput, end to end delay. Packet delivery ratio (PDR). The number
of packets received by the destination to the number of packets sent by a source is
PDR = (TR − TS). where, TR is receive time, TS is sent time. Routing overhead =
Route discovery + Route maintenance, where Route discovery = RREQ + RREP.

5 Experimental Results
5.1

Simulation Scenario

In our simulation using NS-2, the nodes of a network are grouped into a cluster
comprising 1000  1000 in a random topology. A cluster head (access point) is
elected for the cluster based on the energy parameter. In the cluster topology every
node monitors its neighboring nodes and selects a threshold value based on RREQ
for sending information to the neighbors. When RREQ exceeds this threshold, then
the neighbor node is considered to be a malicious node and the neighboring node of
ADS sends a True positive (TP) alert to its neighbors and CH. Each node then
avoids the route path to the malicious node. CH is installed for each cluster and the
primary objective of CH is to monitor communication between the trusted nodes
within a cluster or beyond another CH of the neighbor cluster. ADS is used to
detect the abnormal activities in a cluster network and between the clusters in a
Manet.
During the cluster anomaly detection, the CH rotates while processing the
workload among the neighboring nodes. It detects the routing attacks and monitors
a large part of the network activity decision. CH equipped with the knowledge of all
clusters has a bidirectional connectivity via a pair of unrelated unidirectional links.
When a source has no route to destination, it forwards route request (RREQ) packet
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Fig. 1 Cluster setup for
simulation

to the CH, When a CH receives request, it appends a request packet to its ID as well
as a list of adjacent clusters and rebroadcasts it. A neighbor node also acts as a CH
which is a gateway to one or more adjacent clusters and it makes a unicast request
to the appropriate CH. Our simulation involves 10 nodes conﬁgured into a single
cluster having a CH (sink node) dynamically varying based on the energy
parameters as shown in Fig. 1. We have used AODV routing protocol for route
discovery and route maintenance by hop-by-hop routing with a sequence number
and grouped 10 nodes into a single cluster. The energy required for route request
(RREQ) is ERREQ and route reply (RREP) is ERREP. The energy discharge of
each node is calculated using the energy coefﬁcients of ERREQ and ERREP as
Edischarge = Ecoef (ERREQ + ERREP). Energy remaining after each node forwards
packets to its neighboring nodes is calculated as Eremaining = Einitial − Edischarge. Our
simulation tests check energy discharge after node delivers its packets to other
neighbor nodes at each instance. The energy remaining at an instance “i” for a node
is calculated as
EðiÞremaining ¼

i
X

E ði  1Þremaining  EðiÞdischarge

ð1Þ

1

Substituting for the second term in the LHS of Eq. (1), we get
E ðiÞremaining ¼

i
X




E ði  1Þremaining  EðiÞcoef E ðiÞRREQ þ E ðiÞRREP

1

The total energy remaining for all nodes at an instance “i” is

ð2Þ
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Table 1 Initial node conﬁguration details
Nodes

Initial energy
(mAh)

Energy discharge per minute
(mAh)

Nodes in
range

RREPs per
RREQ

1
2
3
4
5
5
7
8
9
10

1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
5500

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3

Fig. 2 a Aggregate energy discharge of 10 nodes lasting a time of 1500 min, b aggregate packets
delivered by 10 nodes over period of 1500 min

E ðnÞremaining ¼

n X
i
X
1




Eði  1Þremaining  E ðiÞcoef E ðiÞRREQ þ E ðiÞRREP

ð3Þ

1

Our simulation consists of 3 tests each with its initial node conﬁguration details
and energy left after packet delivery and simulated with modal cluster, with and
without malicious node, and cluster using ADS with malicious node.
Table 1 gives the simulation results of 10 nodes of different initial energy values
along with their discharge per minute (in mAh), nodes in the range 1–4 and RREPs
per RREQ for each node is considered with threshold value of 1. Based on the
above conﬁguration parameters tests are conducted.
Test-1. Modal cluster without malicious node. When a malicious node is not
present i.e. in the secured environment then the energy is least consumed with the
highest throughput (packet delivery) as in Fig. 2.
Simulations indicate how nodes consume energy during the packet delivery.
The aggregate energy discharge of 10 nodes lasting 1500 min is shown in Fig. 2a.
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Fig. 3 a Aggregate energy discharge of 10 nodes lasting a time of 150 min, b aggregate packets
delivered by 10 nodes over period of 150 min (color online)

Fig. 4 a Aggregate energy discharge of 10 nodes lasting a time of 750 min, b aggregate packets
delivered by 10 nodes over period of 750 min (color online)

The packets are delivered by 10 nodes over a period of 1500 min. The energy
consumed during the packets delivery is shown as the aggregate in Fig. 2b.
Test-2. Cluster with malicious node. In real time when a malicious node is
present in the unsecured environment with the unknown neighbors and no ADS
then the energy is highly consumed with the lowest throughput (packet delivery).
The aggregate energy discharge in a cluster is shown in Fig. 3a. Simulation results
display the consumption of energy by the nodes in Fig. 3b, during the packet
delivery in a cluster in the presence of malicious node.
Test-3. Cluster with malicious node along with ADS. In the real time situation
involving a malicious node the results of energy consumed and throughput (packet
delivery) obtained using the ADS are now discussed. The aggregate energy discharge of 10 nodes lasting for 750 min is shown in Fig. 4a.
The simulation results arising out of the ADS show how nodes consume their
energy during the packet delivery in a cluster in the presence of a malicious node.
The additional and aggregate packets delivered by 10 nodes over a period of
750 min is shown in Fig. 4b.
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Summary of Results

The simulation results of all tests considering the cluster up-time, packets delivered
and additional overhead are given in Table 2.
The energy discharged when a cluster node is in the normal mode (test-1) is low.
Test-2 shows the energy consumption when a malicious node is present in a cluster.
When the nodes are not authenticated the energy discharge is very high. Test-3
shows the real time situation around a cluster node in the presence of the ADS and
malicious node. In this case the energy discharge is not so high. A comparison of all
tests is shown in Fig. 5. In the past many detection techniques were proposed [4, 8,
16, 20, 21] relating the threshold and activity parameters. Though the statistical
analysis of these parameters is made but the energy that plays a major role is
ignored in the analysis. In the present work the effect of energy utilization during
the conduction of three tests is shown to maintain the cluster energy and also the
cluster up time.

Table 2 Simulation results for all tests
Simulation scenarios

Cluster up-time (min)

Packets delivered

Additional overhead

Test scenario-1
Test scenario-2
Test Scenario-3

1500
150
750

19,494,000
19,392,000
19,439,200

0
17,452,300
9,744,600

Fig. 5 Comparison of energy discharge for all three tests (color online)
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6 Conclusions
The proposed Anomaly Detection System (ADS) is designed to disambiguate all
kinds of attacks by detecting a malicious node. The attacks perpetrated one way or
the other emanate due to the presence of malicious node. The activities of various
attacks can be mirrored through the malicious node. The proposed ADS is
demonstrated on a single cluster based topology with 10 nodes. Regarding the
simulations, test-1 is concerned with a modal cluster and test-2 centers around a
malicious node and test-3 represents real time situation comprising a malicious
node and the ADS. The difference in the performance of test-2 and test-3 shows up
as a huge difference in the energy discharge and throughput because of the activation of the ADS which dissuades the packets to a malicious node. By this the
routing parameters of Manet such as PDR, routing overhead, throughput and end to
end delay, are improved drastically. The extent of energy utilization and detection
of malicious node during three tests help in keeping the steady discharge of the
cluster energy and the cluster up time for a longer period. Further work is on to
make the Manets intelligent so that ADS can function much more effectively.
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